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SECTION-A (40 Marks)

Q.1 Attempt all question

1. List any 2 characteristics of oops. (2)

2. Write any 2 characteristics of Java (2)

3. Name 2 types of Java Program (2)

4. What is variable? (2)

5. Give the output of the following equation. (2)

a + = a++/2 ++ + b %2+ ++C*2 +  ++a  - b;

where as b = 2, c = 5, a = 9

6. What are the default value of float and char data type (2)

7. Write the Java expression for the mathematical expression (2)
2xy -1

d =   x + e  + IxI + Sin x

8. What is the difference between character and string 

constant. (2)

9. Write the syntax of ternary operator. (2)

10. What are selection statement? (2)

11. Write the syntax of for loop. (2)

12. What is method overloading? (2)

13. Write the two properties of constructor. (2)

14. What are the two ways of invoking method? (2)

15. What is the difference between while and do while loop (2)

16. What is Array? (2)

17. What is data abstraction? (2)

18. What is exception and error? (2)

19. If String x = "COMPUTER";

String y = "APPLICATION";

Q.2 What do the following function return for

1. System.out.print/n (x.substring (2, 3)); (1)

System.out.print/n (x.index of (x.charAt/(4))); (1)



4. System.out.println (x.equals (y)); (1)

5. System.out.println (x.equals (y)); (1)

Section - B (60 Marks)

(Do any four question)

Q.1 Write a program to find the roots of a quadratic equation. The 
2Quadratic formula uses the a,b,c from ax +bx+c where a,b,c  

are just numbers they are the numerical coefficient of the 

quadratic equation they have given you to solve. For 
2ax +bx+c = 0, the value of x is given by (15)

- b  ± b2 - 4ac

       2a 

The nature of the equation is :

if (d < 0) then "Roots are imaginary"

if (d> = 0) then "Roots are real and unequal"

if (d = =0) then "Roots are equal"

Q.2 Create a class salary that is described as below :

Data members :

- name (String type data)

- basicpay, special Alw, conveyance Alw,

  gross, pf, netsalary, Ans (All double type 

   data)

Member Method :

1. Salary (   ) : A constructor to assign name of employee

(name), basic salary (basic pay) of your 

choice and conveyance allowance 

(conveyance Alw) as Rs. 2000.00.

2. Void salary Cal (  ) : to calculate other allowance and salary as

given : special Alw = 25% of basic salary

Pf = 11% of basic salary

gross = basic pay  special Alw + conveyance

net salary = gross - pf;

Ans = 12 month salary

Void display (  ) : to print the name and other calculation with 

suitable headings 

Write a program in Java to calculate all the details mentioned 

above and print them all

Q.4 Define a class fruit juice with the following description. (15)

Instance variable/data members

int productcode - to store the product code 

number

String flavour - to store flavour of the juice

String packtype - to store type of packaging

int packsize - to store package size

int product price - to store price of product

Member method -

void input (  )  - to input and store the product 

code, flavour, packtype, 

packsize and productprice.

void discount (   ) - to reduce the product price by 

10

void display (    ) - to display the product code,

flavour, packtype, packsize 

and product price.

Write the main method to create an object of the class and call 

the above member method. (15)

Q.4 Write a program using switch case to accept an integer 

number and print the last digits in words. (15)

for eg. input number 147

Output Seven

Q.5 Write a program to input elements in array sort them by using 

Bubble sort techniques. (15)

Q.6 Write a program to input a string and print out the text with the 

uppercase and lowercase letters reversed, but all other 

characters should remain the same as before (15)

Example

INPUT : Welcome to Mlm

OUTPUT : wELCOME TO mLM

x = 


